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Karl-Heinz Kamp1

The nuclear issue is back on NATO’s agenda as Moscow is once again underpinning its claim to 
power with military force and threats against its neighbours. To many the return to deterrence and 
defence after 2014 came as a surprise given that after the end of the Cold War even experts such 
as former U.S. Secretary of Defence Robert S. McNamara considered the Russian threat “hardly 
more likely to be revived than the religious wars of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries between 
Catholics and Protestants in Europe.”2

With regard to conventional weapons it was remarkable how swiftly and decisively NATO responded 
to Russia’s aggression in Ukraine and strengthened its deterrence posture with tailored military 
measures, particularly in Eastern Europe. This reinforcement, which is likely to continue for years to 
come, lends credibility to the promise of Alliance solidarity codified in Article 5 of the Washington 
Treaty.

In terms of nuclear capabilities, however, NATO remains silent, even though it is obvious that 
credible deterrence needs to include both conventional forces and nuclear weapons. There has been 

1 Dr Karl-Heinz Kamp is the President of the Federal Academy for Security Policy in Berlin. The views expressed are the responsibility of the author 
alone and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization or the NATO Defense College.
2 As quoted by Keith B. Payne, The Global Nuclear Weapons Environment, Hearing, Senate Arms Services Committee, 8 March 2017, https://
www.armed-services.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Payne_03-08-17.pdf
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no mention of possible changes to its military hardware or any serious discussion about what conceptual 
changes are needed in the area of nuclear strategy. The communiqué of the NATO Summit in Wales 
in the autumn of 2014 – the first summit following the annexation of Crimea – merely reiterated the 
familiar statement that deterrence needed to be based on an appropriate mix of conventional and nuclear 
capabilities. The Warsaw Summit 2016 had a slightly more specific wording on nuclear deterrence; 
however, what form this mix should take and what adaptations would be necessary in view of the sea 
change in security policy in 2014 remained an open question.

This is astonishing given that Russia issued explicit nuclear threats even before the Ukraine crisis, but 
especially after the annexation of Crimea. The ever-growing North Korea crisis seems to be having no 
effect on NATO either, at least with regard to internal debates on nuclear issues. 

What, then, is the strategic policy of NATO’s nuclear deterrence, what changes has it undergone in recent 
years, and what elements would a nuclear strategy geared towards the new security situation need to 
comprise?

Strategic Policy of the Nuclear Alliance

The current policy document, the 2010 Strategic Concept, refers to NATO as a “nuclear alliance” in 
which nuclear weapons form the core of deterrence. This definition was remarkable as it was formulated 
only a year after President Obama’s speech in Prague, in which he proclaimed his dream of a world 
without nuclear weapons. Already then it had become obvious that the US President may have acted 
in good faith but arguably had underestimated the fact that the vast majority of states that own nuclear 
weapons are simply unwilling to relinquish their nuclear capabilities because they hope, justifiably or not, 
that such weapons will enable them to bolster their security, power or prestige. Moreover, the Eastern 
European members in NATO were hardly willing to follow an anti-nuclear path as they still entertained 
suspicions vis-à-vis Russia regardless of all the partnership rhetoric of the previous years.

In order to harmonize the different positions in NATO, member states agreed on a discussion process 
with the goal of producing a strategy paper that would define a new nuclear consensus within the Alliance. 
Despite initial scepticism, NATO members succeeded in adopting such a strategy paper, the Deterrence 
and Defence Posture Review (DDPR), at the 2012 Chicago Summit. Of course, this was a consensus 
document in which existing differences of opinion were whitewashed and made generally acceptable 
through the use of very generic formulations. As regards the delicate issue of American nuclear weapons 
stationed in Europe, paragraph 8 of the report tersely states that “the Alliance’s nuclear force posture 
currently meets the criteria for an effective deterrence and defence posture.” Furthermore, paragraph 31 
states: “The review of NATO’s deterrence and defence posture has confirmed [...] that, in the current 
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circumstances, the existing mix of capabilities and the plans for their development are sound.”3 There are 
also a few vague sentences about a possible long-term reduction of nuclear bombs stationed in Germany 
(in the context of reciprocal steps by Russia) and the announcement of a new committee intended to deal 
with disarmament issues.

The DDPR is therefore neither a real nuclear strategy nor a deterrence concept, as it mainly leaves out the 
key questions of who should be deterred, how, and with what means. Other questions that have remained 
unanswered, although they were discussed, are what role functioning missile defence will have in the 
network of deterrence, and how the relationship between conventional and nuclear deterrence should be 
structured. The DDPR was at least able to refocus NATO on its main task of ensuring security and has 
placed deterrence and arms control back in the correct strategic order. The primary purpose of a nuclear 
weapon is not to be disarmed, but to serve as a means of deterrence or reassurance. It may be disarmed 
only if it proves redundant or incapable of fulfilling this purpose.

Nuclear Pressure for Change

Russian aggression against Ukraine and the annexation of Crimea in early 2014 fundamentally changed 
the international security situation. The European security order created after the end of the Cold War 
no longer exists, and NATO once again finds itself in an age in which deterrence and defence not only 
have to be emphasised but also underpinned with armed forces and clear concepts. This applies not only 
to nuclear deterrence in general, but also to the nuclear strategic policy of the Alliance in particular. In 
fact, the DDPR is considered more or less outdated despite its general character. Three developments in 
particular are calling this nuclear policy document into question.

First, it was formulated at a time when Russia was considered a partner of NATO and was involved in 
the Alliance through numerous consultation processes. This partnership no longer exists. NATO has 
good reason to abide by the NATO-Russia Founding Act signed in 1997, but the Alliance terminated its 
practical cooperation with Russia on 1 April 2014. Since then, Moscow has also stated several times that 
it no longer wishes to be a partner of NATO. This fundamental change in the nature of the relationship 
between the two inevitably affects the role of the armed forces – nuclear and conventional – on both 
sides. While cooperative models in areas such as deterrence and missile defence were conceivable prior to 
this, today such models are largely confrontational. The same holds true for the arms control agreements 
negotiated on a cooperative basis in the past, such as the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty 
(INF Treaty) signed in 1987. Since 2014, the United States has been accusing Russia of significant treaty 
violations and has threatened to implement countermeasures. However, such treaty violations are difficult 
to prove because of the complexity of the matter, leaving only mutual accusations and counter-accusations. 
NATO representatives also point to Russia’s counter-accusation that the missile defence system stationed 

3 See http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/official_texts_87597.htm
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by the U.S. in NATO states could also be used to launch intermediate-range nuclear weapons. This is at 
least technically possible with minor modifications to the software of the launching devices. In any case, 
the INF debate is likely to become more heated in the months to come.

The DDPR’s second general assumption based on the cooperative relationship was that Russia would not 
instrumentalise its still huge arsenal of nuclear weapons against NATO. This assumption was seriously 
challenged back in 2009, when Russia simulated a nuclear attack on Poland in a manoeuvre. The Ukraine 
crisis led to a dramatic rise in nuclear signalling. In 2014, about 400 Russian military aircraft were 
intercepted at NATO borders – four times as many as in 2013.4 Most of the “Bear” bombers employed by 
Russia were equipped for nuclear weapons, having four clearly visible brackets for nuclear weapons under 
their wings. In addition, unambiguous nuclear warnings were issued, even by the Russian ambassador 
in Copenhagen, who threatened Denmark with nuclear strikes if it installed a NATO missile defence 
system. Even during the Cold War, nuclear signalling of this intensity had been rare. It would have been 
inconceivable, for instance, for the Soviet leadership to allow an ordinary ambassador to openly threaten 
a relatively small country with the use of nuclear weapons.

The third assumption, which since the events of 2014, at the latest, no longer has any basis, was the 
hope that it could be possible to solve the problem of unwanted American nuclear weapons in Europe by 
means of arms control and disarmament in cooperation with Russia. Under the current confrontational 
conditions, a joint reduction of tactical nuclear weapons has become almost inconceivable. Russia is 
gradually pulling out of the bilateral bodies. In November 2014, the Kremlin announced that Russia 
would no longer participate in the biennial international Nuclear Security Summits. What is more, 
Moscow apparently not only fears a U.S.-led initiative to overthrow the Putin government but also, in the 
long term, military aggression from NATO against Russia.5 Strong nuclear forces, among other things, are 
intended to protect Russia against these two dangers by compensating for what Russia rightly perceives as 
the inferiority of its conventional forces.

Eastern European NATO members, on the other hand, are now less likely than ever to agree to a reduction 
in the number of U.S. nuclear weapons in Europe. Faced with the Russian threat, Poland and the Baltic 
states would probably even agree to the stationing of nuclear weapons on their territory, were it not for the 
fact that NATO ruled this out in the NATO-Russia Founding Act. But a significant number of NATO 
members with purely conventional forces participate in support measures for possible nuclear strikes and 
would, for instance, provide air escorts in the event of a nuclear strike. 

In addition to these changes to the DDPR’s general assumptions with regard to Russia, there have been 
other developments most recently that make it necessary to revisit the nuclear issue. First, the United 
States plans to present a reassessment of the role of its nuclear forces by early 2018 in the context of 
its Nuclear Posture Review (NPR). The current NPR is from 2010 and – like the DDPR – was based 

4 Jacek Durkalec, Nuclear-Backed Little Green Men, PIS Report, Warsaw 2015, p. 9. 
5 Sohrab Ahmari, The View From NATO’s Russia Front, in Wall Street Journal, 9 February 2015, http://www.wsj.com/articles/weekend-interview-gen-fred-
erick-hodges-on-natos-russian-front-1423266333
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on considerably more optimistic assumptions about the international security situation and the role of 
nuclear weapons. It goes without saying that a revision of the nuclear strategy of the United States as a 
nuclear guarantor of NATO will also have far-reaching effects on the Alliance’s deterrence concept.

The intended withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the European Union will also have indirect 
implications for the nuclear issue. To be sure, Brexit will not affect British membership of NATO, and 
in 2010 the UK and France agreed on comprehensive bilateral cooperation in the field of security policy. 
The British-French Lancaster House Treaty provides the basis for close cooperation in the area of nuclear 
weapons between these two European nuclear powers and thus touches upon NATO deterrence. But Brexit 
could result in Scotland’s secession from the United Kingdom, which would have nuclear implications 
due to the fact that Britain’s nuclear submarines are based in Scotland. The enormous costs of relocating 
the nuclear infrastructure would raise fundamental questions about Britain’s nuclear potential.

Ultimately, it could be the alarming developments in Turkey that influence nuclear deterrence. Turkey, 
in addition to Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany, is one of the five basing countries in which 
a comparatively small number of American B61 nuclear bombs are stored.6 Under President Erdogan, 
Turkey is not only turning into an autocracy but also moving further and further away from NATO. It 
aims to purchase Russian air defence systems and can hardly be incorporated into an Alliance consensus 
any more. There are also signs of a major rift between Turkey and the United States because the Trump 
administration has shown a complete lack of sensitivity in supporting Kurdish groups in Syria and Iraq. 
NATO is making every effort to keep the country in the Alliance, since its geostrategic position makes a 
difficult Turkey inside NATO still preferable to a difficult Turkey outside the Alliance. But there are no 
guarantees. If Turkey continues to sever its ties with NATO or terminates its nuclear relations with the 
United States, the nuclear geometry of NATO as a whole would change.

Framework Conditions for a New Nuclear Concept

If the current nuclear strategy is no longer viable and there is growing urgency regarding the search for 
a credible deterrence concept that is consistent both for allies and adversaries, NATO will be forced to 
readdress the nuclear issue. Many governments, especially those of NATO members without nuclear 
weapons of their own, understandably show little willingness to do so. The topic is highly emotional and 
involves many dilemmas that are difficult to explain to the public. The nuclear reality necessitates living 
with a concept that cannot fully rule out the possibility of tremendous harm or even the annihilation of 
mankind. This requires sensitivity and restraint in terms of the kind of language used, not least on the 
part of the US President who sowed mistrust with his loose talk on nuclear issues or on the value of U.S. 
commitments.

6 In the case of Turkey, however, there are speculations that the nuclear weapons previously stationed at the Incirlik air base might have been withdrawn for 
security reasons. In any case, the nuclear infrastructure still exists. 
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On the other hand, public pressure to address the topic is increasing independently of Russia, North 
Korea or Donald Trump’s twisted relation with the Atlantic Alliance. In July 2017, 122 of the 193 UN 
member states voted for a general ban on nuclear weapons and thus for the prohibition of this category 
of weapon. Accordingly, it is forbidden to own, produce or station nuclear weapons – as is also true of 
threatening to use them. Such a ban has been discussed since the mid-1990s, although it was always clear 
that this would have neither political nor military consequences. The nuclear powers had made it clear 
from the start that they would ignore such a decision. Thus the UN decision does not reduce the world’s 
nuclear arsenal by a single warhead but does undermine the idea of nuclear deterrence, especially in those 
countries with a democratic constitution that allows open debate on security policy decisions. Autocratic 
regimes indifferent to public opinion in their country or to their international reputation usually remain 
unimpressed by UN decisions and will continue to threaten to use their nuclear weapons. 

Without a coherent concept and convincing narrative, the idea of deterrence to prevent wars, an idea on 
which NATO has relied successfully for seven decades, will be further undermined. But what form could 
such a concept take, and what elements should a nuclear narrative – that is a declaratory nuclear policy 
– contain?

To answer these questions it is first necessary to re-examine the statements in the DDPR that “the Alliance’s 
nuclear force posture currently meets the criteria for an effective deterrence and defence posture” and 
that “in the current circumstances, the existing mix of capabilities and the plans for their development are 
sound.”7 This description may have been accurate in 2012, but the fundamental change in the security 
landscape both within Europe and outside it since 2014 means that this conclusion can no longer be true. 
The nuclear force posture and the mix of capabilities are obviously no longer sound. This inevitably raises 
questions concerning nuclear armament, stationing locations and the mix of nuclear and non-nuclear 
capabilities.

The Nuclear Armament of NATO

The term “NATO nuclear weapons”, although widely used, is only partially correct because these are 
mainly American weapons whose employment is controlled by the United States and which can be 
conveyed to the target by the launching aircraft of non-nuclear NATO members. British and French 
nuclear weapons can only be included to a limited extent because France, in particular, insists on nuclear 
independence.

The American B61 bombs stationed in Europe are currently being overhauled and some of their sub-
components modified to meet today’s technological standards. In the past, there was a debate about 
whether this modernisation was merely a refinement or whether the weapons were being furnished with 

7 Emphasis added by the author.
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fundamentally new capabilities – which Russia in turn could view as aggressive. This debate, however, is 
pointless. Given that NATO, with the backing of all its members, is committed to the concept of nuclear 
deterrence as an element of its security provision, it must have an interest in making sure that the military 
capabilities underpinning this concept – the nuclear weapons themselves – are state-of-the-art in terms 
of security and functionality. Anything else would be irresponsible. Whether a potential adversary would 
approve of this technical alteration is extraneous as long as existing treaties are not violated.

Another point that carries more weight is that while American nuclear weapons in Europe have great 
political and symbolic value with regard to American reassurance for Eastern Europe, they are hard to 
justify militarily. The operational effectiveness of bombs conveyed by launching aircraft is limited both 
by the flying range of these aircraft (which can be extended via air-to-air refuelling) and by the adversary’s 
anti-air defence. This is especially true because in a conflict Russia would attempt to deny NATO supply 
forces access – particularly to the Baltic states. This fundamental problem also existed during the Cold 
War when these weapons were first stationed. But the problem was alleviated conceptually by storing 
an entire spectrum of nuclear weapons of different types in Europe. In accordance with the logic of 
deterrence of the time, a number of different response options were available. Following the different 
disarmament steps in the late 1980s and early 1990s, these bombs remained as the only system. They are 
therefore a relic of the East-West conflict and have never really been aligned strategically.

Consequently, the American military and nuclear development laboratories are considering alternatives 
to free-falling bombs. One option that has been under discussion for some time now is the long-range 
standoff weapon, which is a type of cruise missile that can be fitted with a nuclear warhead. This could 
allow NATO to maintain the so-called dual-key system, under which the Allies provide the launching 
aircraft and the United States provides the warhead, and still acquire a nuclear weapon fit for the situation.

The political primacy of unity in the Alliance is, however, an obstacle to these more military-strategic 
considerations. Given the current political climate, the stationing of new American nuclear weapons is 
unlikely to gain acceptance in most European NATO states. The attempt alone, even if it seemed sound 
at the conceptual level, would probably lead to strong public protest and thus to significant tension 
within the Alliance. Thus the stationed B61 bombs, with their political and symbolic value as a means of 
providing American reassurance, are likely to remain the only option at present. This is also strategically 
acceptable because the United States has a very broad spectrum of different land, air and sea-based 
nuclear weapons available to underpin its nuclear reassurance for allies in Europe and Asia. In the event 
of sustained aggressive behaviour or further treaty violations on the part of Russia, it is possible that the 
U.S. nuclear posture in Europe may have to be adapted.

Nuclear Stationing Locations

In the past, European basing countries have repeatedly criticised the U.S. nuclear presence, which even 
included demands by the then foreign minister of Germany that the weapons be withdrawn. These 
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demands were to some extent understandable from a military-strategic point of view, since the selection 
of stationing locations was not a product of recent risk assessment but simply a remnant of the Cold 
War. During the East-West conflict, these nuclear weapons were stationed as close as possible to the 
borders of Warsaw Pact countries in order to reinforce the threat intended to deter a possible attack on 
NATO territory. This explains why the bulk of the nuclear weapons was amassed on the territory of West 
Germany. 

Following the end of the Soviet Union and the accession of many former Warsaw Pact members to NATO, 
the borders of Allied territory shifted markedly eastward. Consequently, proponents in the Baltic states 
and Poland frequently argue that American nuclear weapons would have to be stationed on their territory 
if one were to follow the deterrence logic of the past. They also point out that it would be easier in terms of 
political acceptance to store American nuclear weapons in Eastern Europe than in their current locations.

This would, however, explicitly contravene the policy document for cooperation with Russia, the NATO-
Russia Founding Act, in which the famous “three no’s” pledge (the triple negation in reference to nuclear 
weapons) is recorded: “The member States of NATO reiterate that they have no intention, no plan and 
no reason to deploy nuclear weapons on the territory of new members.”8 NATO still adheres to this 
Founding Act in order to keep existing lines of communication open despite Russia’s revanchist course. 
But objectively, many of the premises that obtained in 1997 are no longer true. For instance, the Founding 
Act obliges the contracting parties to show “respect for sovereignty, independence and territorial integrity 
of all states”. In the case of Ukraine, however, Russia is waging war against a sovereign nation and has 
annexed part of it. By annexing Crimea, Russia has also breached the Budapest Memorandum of 1994, in 
which it had promised to respect Ukraine’s sovereignty in return for the originally Soviet nuclear weapons 
stationed there. The Founding Act also refers to the “current and foreseeable security environment”, that 
is, the assumptions obtaining in 1997. But these have changed diametrically as a result of Russia’s actions.

The adherence of NATO to the Founding Act and the “three no’s” pledge regarding the stationing of 
nuclear weapons (and the permanent stationing of conventional forces in Eastern Europe) are therefore 
concessions that the Alliance is making in the hope that relations with Russia will improve. If they should 
fail to improve, a change of stationing locations cannot be ruled out.

Declaratory Nuclear Policy

One of the key dilemmas of nuclear deterrence is that, despite the attempt to almost completely rule out 
the employment of nuclear weapons on account of their unforeseeable consequences, use of such weapons 
must remain a real possibility in order to alter the cost-benefit calculation of an adversary and produce 
a deterrence effect. Nuclear weapons must therefore come with a credible possibility of employment in 
order to hopefully never be employed. A credible nuclear deterrent requires not only the existence of 

8 Founding Act on Mutual Relations, Cooperation and Security between NATO and the Russian Federation, Paris, 27 May 1997, http://www.nato.diplo.
de/contentblob/1940894/Daten/189459/1997_05_Paris_DownlDat.pdf
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warheads and carriers but also a declaratory nuclear policy. This refers to the sum of statements from 
which a potential attacker can deduce the defence readiness of his adversary and assess his own risk.

After NATO had scaled down its declaratory nuclear policy to a minimum following the end of the Cold 
War, publication of the DDPR meant that at least some formulations relevant to nuclear deterrence 
were included in NATO’s strategic narrative. Above all, at the behest of France and largely unnoticed 
by the public, the nuclear element of overall deterrence was considerably strengthened. While NATO 
documents had previously referred to nuclear weapons as an important part of deterrence, the DDPR 
declared them the “core component”.

The changes in NATO’s declaratory nuclear policy brought about by the Ukraine crisis are even more 
remarkable. Whereas the topic was addressed with brief standard formulations at the NATO Summit in 
Wales, the nuclear part of the communiqué at the Warsaw Summit was almost three times as long. Unlike 
in all previous documents since the end of the Soviet Union, NATO implicitly threatened to employ 
nuclear weapons in the case of vital threats. Whereas the employment of nuclear weapons had previously 
been called an extremely remote possibility, NATO now declared that it could inflict unacceptable damage 
on an attacker threatening the fundamental security of an Alliance member.

Even more aggravating statements are conceivable depending on how Russian threats develop in the 
future. First, NATO could make the above-mentioned conditionality of the current stationing locations 
of American nuclear weapons in Europe official and declare that adherence to the “three no’s” depended 
on the further development of Russian politics. Second, NATO could address the Russian nuclear threats 
of the past two years and declare in one of its future communiqués that the extensive use of nuclear 
rhetoric – such as the threat of nuclear strikes against Denmark – fundamentally changed the nature of 
relations.

Nuclear Weapons and Missile Defence

One of the questions that NATO sought to answer in the DDPR process concerned the relationship 
between missile defence and nuclear deterrence. Would missile defence (MD) – as its critics argue – lead 
to an escalation in nuclear weapon capacities because of the effort to simply overwhelm the defence 
system with larger offensive forces? Or would missile defence, if it functioned reliably, make nuclear 
weapons superfluous because they could no longer inflict damage and deterrence would have no effect? 
Although both questions appeared virtually naive out of any political context, they were the subject of 
heated discussions, particularly in the great MD debate at the time of Ronald Reagan’s Strategic Defence 
Initiative (SDI). Whereas the alleged problem of the increasing number of nuclear weapons was resolved 
with the bankruptcy of the Soviet Union and subsequent nuclear disarmament, with regard to the second 
question the DDPR stated categorically that missile defence could merely complement but not replace 
deterrence.
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The main reason why NATO did not devote more attention to this problem was that the Alliance had 
manoeuvred itself into a weak position in its public justification of the build-up of missile defence 
capabilities. Whereas missile defence was originally directed at the Soviet nuclear potential, NATO declared 
after the end of the East-West conflict and the establishment of a supposedly permanent partnership with 
Russia that missile defence was still needed but was obviously not directed at Russia. The new NATO 
members in Eastern Europe were always hesitant to adopt this official position, since for historical reasons 
they still had reservations about Russia’s allegedly peaceful disposition. But it was mainly Iran’s effort to 
obtain nuclear weapons and long-range missiles that was regarded as a key reason for NATO’s missile 
defence plans. Even this, however, could not be stated in official NATO documents because NATO 
member Turkey opposed mentioning Iran by name. Consequently, the texts usually referred in more 
general terms to danger from the Middle East.

The argumentation became completely farcical when the Iran nuclear deal was concluded in 2015, in 
which Tehran submitted its weapons programme to comprehensive controls. As a result, Russian Foreign 
Minister Sergey Lavrov was among the first to demand that NATO suspend its defence plans as there 
was no longer any justification. Lavrov cleverly used a central weakness in the Alliance’s argumentation 
– namely the desire to always name a specific adversary against which its missile defence is directed. 
Strategically this makes little sense. Most modern states, for instance, have an air defence system because 
combat aircraft exist around the world and not because of one predefined adversary. The same justification 
can be applied to missile defence, as missile technology is developing rapidly throughout the world. 
Aggressive regimes around the globe are becoming capable of far-reaching power projection and their 
development of missiles with transoceanic ranges is just a matter of time.

In this matter, too, NATO has recently been attempting to sway public opinion. The Wales communiqué 
contains a sentence that justifies missile defence by referring to the general threat to “NATO populations, 
territory, and forces”. NATO may have created a general rationale, but it has not yet clarified the complex 
relationship between deterrence and missile defence.

Conclusions

In general, NATO has still to come to terms with the strategic changes since 2014 as far as nuclear 
weapons are concerned. Its nuclear concept is still based on the cooperative security order in Europe that 
has long become obsolete with Russia’s return to a policy of aggression in Eastern Europe. As a matter of 
fact, NATO’s nuclear potential originates from the Cold War era and, although it has been modernised 
technically, it has not been adapted strategically. When it comes to declaratory nuclear policy, there is 
progress but the complex relationship between nuclear, conventional and defence capabilities remains 
largely unclear. 

On the other hand, some recent developments could make the evolution of NATO’s nuclear concept slightly 
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easier: if – as stated initially – NATO’s nuclear question can be abbreviated by the conundrum of “how” to 
deter “whom” with “what”, then two of these question marks are at least partly answered. Whereas NATO 
was lacking for many years the “whom” in this equation – i.e. the addressee of its deterrence messages – it 
seems clear now that it is primarily Russia that needs to be deterred by conventional or nuclear means. 
Also the “how” appears to be largely clarified. Despite mixed signals from the White House, there still 
seems to be consensus that the United States will continue to take an extended deterrence commitment 
for their non-nuclear NATO allies. All potential alternatives, for instance a European nuclear deterrence 
based on the nuclear forces of France and the United Kingdom, are pipe dreams suitable for sophisticated 
academic debates but not for the hard security requirements of the current Article 5 world. Two issues 
remain unanswered so far: the “what” – i. e. the nuclear posture in Europe and in the United States – and 
the way of how to combine the how, whom and what with a coherent and credible deterrence concept. 
This will be the task for NATO in the coming years.

It is unlikely that all the questions will be answered fully and in a way that satisfies everyone. There will 
always be generically formulated compromises and these will remain part of the reality of the Alliance. But 
NATO cannot avoid addressing this question, at least within the circle of its members. A new Deterrence 
and Defence Posture Review is indispensable – even with a different name.
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